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The development of spontaneous stationary vegetative patterns in an arid isotropic homogeneous environ-
ment is investigated by means of various weakly nonlinear stability analyses applied to the appropriate
governing equation for this phenomenon. In particular, that process can be represented by a fourth-order
partial differential time-evolution logistic equation for the total plant biomass per unit area divided by
the carrying capacity of its territory and deﬁned on an unbounded ﬂat spatial domain. Those patterns that
consist of parallel stripes, labyrinth-like mazes, rhombic arrays of rectangular patches, and hexagonal dis-
tributions of spots or gaps are generated by the balance between the effects of short-range facilitation and
long-range competition. Then those theoretical predictions are compared with both relevant observational
evidenceandexistingnumericalsimulationsaswellasplacedinthecontextoftheresultsfromsomerecent
nonlinear pattern formation studies.
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1. Introduction
Rayleigh-Bénard buoyancy-driven convection has to date provided perhaps the best-studied
example of nonlinear pattern selection (reviewed by Koschmieder [10]). One of the methods
traditionally used to predict such pattern selection is a weakly nonlinear stability analysis that,
althoughincorporatingnonlinearitiesoftherelevantmodelsystem,basicallypivotsaperturbation
procedure about the critical point of linear stability theory (reviewed by Wollkind et al. [31]).
The advantage of such an approach over strictly numerical procedures is that it allows one to
deduce quantitative relationships between system parameters and stable patterns, which are valu-
able for experimental design and difﬁcult to accomplish by using simulation alone. Recently,
there has been considerable interest generated in pattern formation and selection during normal-
incidenceion-sputterederosionofmetallicorsemiconductorsolidsurfacesandduringdiffraction
of radiation induced by the injection of a laser pump ﬁeld into a ring cavity containing a purely
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absorptive two-level atomic sodium vapour medium. In order to predict the sequence of solid
surface morphologies and nonlinear optical patterns actually observed during such ion-sputtered
erosion and laser-induced diffraction, respectively, Pansuwan et al. [19] and Wollkind et al. [30]
performedbothrhombic-andhexagonal-planformweaklynonlinearstabilityanalysesonthegov-
erning damped Kuramoto-Sivashinsky and modiﬁed Swift-Hohenberg equations, respectively,
appropriate for modelling these phenomena.
We wish to continue our examination of nonlinear phenomena by investigating the develop-
ment of spontaneous stationary equilibrium vegetative patterns in an arid isotropic homogeneous
environment(reviewedbyRietkerketal.[21]).Patternformationinthisphenomenoncanbemod-
elled for the isotropic case by a partial differential time-evolution logistic equation describing the
total plant biomass per unit area divided by its carrying capacity that under a weak gradient-low
density truncation is reduced to the fourth order in its spatial variables deﬁned on an unbounded
two-dimensional ﬂat domain [13]. Under appropriate conditions, those patterns that consist of
parallel stripes, labyrinth-like mazes, rhombic arrays of rectangular patches, and hexagonal dis-
tributions of spots or gaps can be generated in an initially homogeneous environment by the
balance between the effects of short-range facilitation and long-range competition. We shall per-
form these same rhombic- and hexagonal-planform weakly nonlinear stability analyses on that
truncated fourth-order partial differential time-evolution logistic equation, and then compare the
theoretical predictions obtained with both relevant observational evidence and existing numerical
simulationsaswellasplacetheminthecontextofsomerecentpatternformationstudies.Webegin
below with a brief sketch of the reduction procedure required to obtain the governing truncated
fourth-order partial-differential time-evolution logistic equation.
Lefever and Lejeune [12] and Lefever et al. [13] proposed a nondimensional propagator-
inhibitor logistic equation of the form
∂ρ
∂t
= F1 · F2 − F3 (1a)
in order to model spatio-temporal patterning for botanical ecosystems. Here ρ(x,y,t) is the total
plant biomass per unit area divided by its carrying capacity where (x,y)≡a two-dimensional
spatial coordinate system and t ≡the time while F1·F2 and F3 represent a nonlocal birth term
and a local death term, respectively. In particular, F1, which represents the actual propagation
distribution function and involves the growth effects of reproduction, seed dissemination, ger-
mination, and maturation of young plants, depends mainly on vegetative aerial structures like
the canopy in the case of trees or bushes, while F2, which represents the inhibition distribution
function and involves effects that inhibit the development of vegetation such as root systems and
the uptake of scarce resources like water and nutrients, depends mainly on the availability of free
soil for vegetative colonization and on soil vegetative resources of limited supply. Speciﬁcally,
fortheisotropiccaseemployingGaussianweightingfunctionsinconjunctionwithaTaylorseries
expansion for ρ, these distribution functions take the following form [13]:
F1 =
∞ 
n=0
1
2nn!
L2n∇2n[ρ(1 +  ρ)],F 2 = 1 −
∞ 
n=0
1
2nn!
∇2nρ, (1b)
where the gradient operator ∇≡(∂/∂x,∂/∂y), ∇0 ≡1, and ∇2 ≡∇·∇ while L and   are the
facilitation-to-competition range and interaction ratios, respectively. Finally,
F3 = μρ, (1c)
where the mortality-to-growth rate ratio μ serves as a measure of the environment’s aridity. We
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rate, which corresponds roughly to the period spent by the plants to achieve adult size and with
the interplant competition range, which can be approximated by the radius of the superﬁcial root
system of the dominant plants, respectively.
It is now possible to truncate the partial derivatives appearing in Equation (1) by introducing
scaling laws such that
F1 ∼ ρ(1 +  ρ) +
1
2
L2∇2[ρ(1 +  ρ)]∼ρ(1 +  ρ) +
1
2
L2∇2ρ, (2a)
F2 ∼ 1 − ρ −
1
2
∇2ρ −
1
8
∇4ρ, (2b)
and hence to third order
F1 · F2 ∼ ρ

1 − ρ −
1
2
∇2ρ −
1
8
∇4ρ

+  ρ2(1 − ρ)+
1
2
L2∇2ρ
∼ ρ

1 − ρ −
1
2
∇2ρ −
1
8
∇4ρ

+  ρ2 − ρ3 +
1
2
L2∇2ρ. (2c)
Thus upon substitution of Equations (1c) and (2c), Equation (1a) reduces to the truncated form
∂ρ
∂t
∼ (1 − μ)ρ + (  − 1)ρ2 − ρ3 +
1
2
(L2 − ρ)∇2ρ −
1
8
ρ∇4ρ. (3a)
Observe that this development is consistent with the scaling laws
∇2 ∼ O(ε1/2), ρ,  − 1 ∼ O(ε), L2 − ρ ∼ O(ε3/2),
∂
∂t
, 1 − μ ∼ O(ε2), (3b)
for which each term in Equation (3a) is of O(ε3). Here, the parameter ε can be identiﬁed with
the mean biomass density α, to be deﬁned below in Equation (8), which is relatively small
for arid or semi-arid environments. These scaling laws differ from those introduced by Lefever
et al. [13], and that discrepancy will be discussed in more detail in the last section of this paper.
Therefore as observed by Lejeune and Tlidi [14], Couteron and Lejeune [2], Lejeune et al. [15],
andLejeuneetal.[16],Equation(3)hasbeenderivedinalowdensityandweakgradientlimitfrom
a generalized logistic equation describing nonlocal interactions. This truncated equation applies
to water-poor ecosystems where average plant phytomass density is low with respect to carrying
capacity (close-packing density) of unstressed vegetation and for which pattern wavelengths
are large in comparison with the average size of the dominant plant form but very small when
compared with the territorial length-scale characteristic of that arid environment. Since under
this latter condition, the actual territorial boundary of that arid environment does not signiﬁcantly
inﬂuence the patterns [8], it then seems reasonable as a ﬁrst approximation for us to consider
Equation (3a) on an unbounded two-dimensional ﬂat spatial domain.
Rewriting that equation in the form
∂ρ
∂t
= f(ρ)+
1
2
(β − ρ)∇2ρ −
1
8
ρ∇4ρ, (4a)
where
f(ρ)= (1 − μ)ρ + (  − 1)ρ2 − ρ3,β = L2, (4b)
we ﬁrst seek a uniform stationary solution, ρ ≡ρ0, of it satisfying
f(ρ 0) = 0, (5a)Journal of Biological Dynamics 349
and ﬁnd that
ρ0 = 0,ρ 0 = ρ
±
0 =
[  − 1 ±

(  − 1)2 + 4(1 − μ)]
2
. (5b)
Note that ρ0 =0 which represents bare ground always exists while when ρ
±
0 are real and positive,
these other two solutions represent spatially homogeneous plant distributions. If 0≤ ,μ≤1
then ρ
+
0 ≥ 0, ρ
−
0 ≤ 0 and hence only ρ
+
0 is biologically meaningful. If  >1, then ρ
+
0 > 0 for
0≤μ≤μ∗ =1+( −1)2/4 while ρ
−
0 > 0 for 1≤μ≤μ∗. Performing a linear stability analysis
of these distributions to homogeneous disturbances by considering a solution of (4) of the form
ρ = ρ0 + ε1ρ1(t) + O(ε2
1) where |ε1| << 1 (6a)
yields the perturbation equation
dρ1
dt
= f  (ρ0)ρ1, (6b)
where
f  (ρ0) = 1 − μ + 2(  − 1)ρ0 − 3ρ2
0. (7a)
Since
f  (0) = 1 − μ, f  (ρ
±
0 ) = ρ
±
0 (  − 1 − 2ρ
±
0 ), (7b)
and we have linear stability in Equation (6) when f  (ρ0)<0 and instability when f  (ρ0)>0, it can
be concluded from Equation (7) that ρ0 =0 is linearly stable for μ>1 and unstable for 0≤μ<1,
ρ0 = ρ
+
0 is linearly stable everywhere it exists, and ρ0 = ρ
−
0 is linearly unstable everywhere
it exists.
We are interested in determining conditions under which nonzero homogeneous distributions
of vegetation that are linearly stable in the absence of spatial effects can become unstable to
heterogeneous perturbations. This is reminiscent of the diffusive instabilities that occur during
chemical Turing pattern formation [32]. Thus we need only consider the solution ρ
+
0 which will
now be designated by
α = ρ
+
0 . (8)
Inordertoeliminatethepossibilityofbistabilitybetweenthathomogeneoussolutionandthezero
state, in what follows after Lejeune et al. [16] we shall restrict our attention to
0 < ≤ 1, 0 ≤ μ<1. (9)
In this context, we adopt the far-ﬁeld condition that
ρ remains bounded as x2 + y2 →∞ , (10)
which is implicitly satisﬁed by ρ ≡α. Observe that from Equations (5b) and (8) we can deduce
the general relation
μ = 1 − (1 −  )α − α2, (11a)
which for the special representative case for  =1 reduces to
μ = 1 − α2. (11b)
It is the weakly nonlinear stability of this homogeneous solution to one-dimensional and two-
dimensional rhombic- or hexagonal-planform heterogeneous perturbations with which we shall
be concerned in Sections 2–4, respectively.350 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
2. One-dimensional patterns: a nonlinear stability analysis of the Stuart-Watson type
As a necessary prelude to our two-dimensional rhombic- and hexagonal-planform nonlinear sta-
bility analyses of the truncated fourth-order logistic equation (4) to be presented in the next two
sections,weperformaweaklynonlinearstabilityanalysisofitshomogeneousstateinthissection
by seeking a real one-dimensional Stuart [25]–Watson [28] type solution of it through third-order
terms of the form [31]
ρ(x,y,t) ∼ α + A1(t)cos(qx) + A2
1(t)[ρ20 + ρ22 cos(2qx)]
+ A3
1(t)[ρ31 cos(qx) + ρ33 cos(3qx)], (12a)
where the amplitude function A1(t) satisﬁes the Landau equation
dA1
dt
∼ σA1 − a1A3
1 (12b)
and q=2π/λ, λ being the wavelength of the class of spatially periodic perturbations under inves-
tigation. Substituting the solution of Equation (12) into Equation (4), we obtain a sequence
of problems, one for each pair of values m and n which corresponds to a term of the form
An
1(t)cos(mqx) appearing in Equation (12a). Then the n=m=0 problem is satisﬁed identically
by virtue of the fact that
f(α)= 0, (13)
while the linear stability problem for n=m=1 yields the secular equation
σ = α( − 1 − 2α)+
(α − β)q2
2
−
αq4
8
, (14a)
which is a parabola in the q2 −σ plane. Note that if β ≥α, then σ<0 for the parameter range of
Equation (9) while if β<αthen this parabola has a maximum value at its vertex (q2
c,σ c) with
q2
c(α,β) = 2

1 −
β
α

> 0,σ c(α,β) =
2D(α,β)
α
, (14b)
where the discriminant of the quadratic in q2 of Equation (14a) is given by
D(α,β) =
(α − β)2
4
−
α2(2α + 1 −  )
2
. (14c)
If, in addition, D(α,β)>0, 0<σ<σc(α,β) for q2
1 <q 2 <q 2
2 where
q2
1,2(α,β) = q2
c(α,β) ±
4D1/2(α,β)
α
. (14d)
This scenario is plotted in Figure 1 for the special case of  =1 when α=0.2 and β =0.02.
Hence, in what follows we shall equate the q and σ of Equation (12) to
q ≡ qc(α,β), σ ≡ σc(α,β). (14e)
Then
σc < 0 for β>β c,σ c = 0 for β = βc,σ c > 0 for 0 <β<β c, (15a)
where βc =βc(α) is deﬁned implicitly by D(α,βc)=0 or explicitly by
βc(α) = α −

2α2(2α + 1 −  ) = α[1 −

2(2α + 1 −  )] for 0 <α<
2  − 1
4
. (15b)
Therefore, the homogeneous solution is linearly stable for β>β c(α), neutrally stable for
β =βc(α), and unstable for 0<β<βc(α). Thus β =βc(α) serves as the marginal stability curveJournal of Biological Dynamics 351
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Figure 1. A plot of Equation (14) in the q2 −σ plane for  =1, α =0.2, and β =0.02.
in the α−β plane. This situation is plotted in Figure 2 for the special case of  =1. In that
instance
βc(α) = α − 2α3/2 = α(1 − 2α1/2) for 0 <α<
1
4
, (16a)
where
βc(0) = βc

1
4

= 0 (16b)
while, since βc
 (α)=1−3α1/2, βc
 (α0)=0 implies
α0 =
1
9
∼ = 0.111 and βc(α0) =
1
27
∼ = 0.037. (16c)
Figure 2. A plot in the α −β plane of the marginal stability curve β =βc(α) of Equation (16) for  =1 on which the
growth rate σc(α,β)=0 denoted by the solid line. Here the dashed line denotes β =α.352 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
Here we are restricting our analysis to the critical wavenumber alone. In Section 5, we shall
discuss the results of the so-called side-band instabilities analysis originally introduced contem-
poraneously by Segel [23] and Newell and Whitehead [18] that examines the consequences of
investigating other wavenumbers in the side band centred about that critical wavenumber as well.
Continuing our description of the results of this one-dimensional expansion procedure, the
second-order problems corresponding to n=2 and m=0 or 2 can be solved in a straightforward
manner to yield
ρ20 =
(  − 1)/2 − 3α/2 + q2
c/4 − q4
c/16
σc − (β − α)q2
c/2 − αq4
c/8
(17a)
and
ρ22 =
(  − 1)/2 − 3α/2 + q2
c/4 − q4
c/16
σc + 3(β − α)q2
c/2 + 15αq4
c/8
. (17b)
Although there are also two third-order problems, it is permissible to concentrate our attention
exclusively on the one corresponding to n=3 and m=1 which contains the Landau constant a1
for the Fredholm-type method of solvability we shall use. That problem may be represented as
a1 − 2σc(β)ρ31(β) = R31(β), (18a)
where
R31(β) =
3
4
+ (3α + 1 −  )[2ρ20(β) + ρ22(β)]
−[ ρ20(β) + 5ρ22(β)]
q2
c(β)
2
+[ ρ20(β) + 17ρ22(β)/2]
q2
c(β)
8
. (18b)
Here we have only denoted the β dependence of the quantities in question for ease of exposition.
Now taking the limit of Equation (18) as β →βc =βc(α), employing Equations (14b), (14c),
(15), and (17), and assuming the requisite continuity at β =βc, we obtain the relevant solvability
condition represented symbolically as
a1 = R31(βc) (18c)
or given explicitly by
a1 =
1
36α(1 + 2α −  )
[−866α2 + α(−798 + 706 ) − 192 + 299

2α2(1 + 2α −  )
+ 338  − 146 2 − 119(  − 1)

2(1 + 2α −  )]=a1(α). (18d)
A main feature of the weakly nonlinear stability theory implicit to the formulation of our
expansion of Equation (12) with q≡qc =qc(α,β) is a phenomenological interpretation of the
problem under examination based upon the long-time behaviour of the solution A1(t)t ot h e
truncatedamplitudeEquation(12b).Ingeneral,thedynamicsofsuchaLandauequationwithreal
coefﬁcientscanbedividedintothefourqualitativelydifferentcasesrepresentedbythepossibility
of σ, its growth rate, and a1, its Landau constant, being either positive or negative. These cases
can be catalogued as follows:
Case(i).σ,a1>0.ThereexistsastableequilibriumsolutionA2
e = σ/a1.Sinceσ>0(β<β c),
the linear theory would predict instability whereas our nonlinear analysis shows the existence of
this ﬁnite-amplitude supercritically stable equilibrium state.Journal of Biological Dynamics 353
Case (ii). σ>0, a1<0. The undisturbed state of A1=0, which corresponds to a uniform
homogeneous distribution, is unstable in this case as well; however, now ﬁnite-amplitude effects
tend to enhance such disturbance growth.
Case(iii).σ,a<0.ThereexistsanunstableequilibriumsolutionA2
e = σ/a1.Thisisaninstance
of a subcritical instability in that the linear theory predicts stability of the uniform homogeneous
distributiontoinﬁnitesimaldisturbancessinceσ<0(β>β c)whereasthenonlineartheoryshows
that it can be unstable to disturbances the amplitudes of which satisfy A2
1 >σ / a 1. Such an
occurrence is often termed a metastable state.
Case (iv). σ<0, a1 >0. The uniform homogeneous distribution is stable to both inﬁnitesimal
and ﬁnite-amplitude disturbances.
From the description of the four cases just summarized, we can see that the stability behaviour
of the Landau equation is crucially dependent upon the sign of a1. Hence in order to determine
this behaviour, it is necessary that we next examine the formula for a1 given by Equation (18d).
Towards that end we plot a1 of Equation (18d) versus α in Figure 3 with  =1. From this ﬁgure,
we observe that a1 >0 whenever
α1 <α<α 2, (19a)
where
α1 = 0.0535,α 2 = 0.2108. (19b)
HavingidentiﬁedthoseregionsofFigures2and 3correspondingtothecasescataloguedabove,
we now offer a morphological interpretation of each of these cases in the α−β plane.
Case (i). Since σ,a1>0 for 0<β<βc(α) and α1<α<α2, we can conclude that in this para-
meter range the instability under examination represents a periodic one-dimensional equilibrium
pattern consisting of stationary parallel stripes having a characteristic wavelength of
λc =
2π
qc
. (20)
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
α
a
1
Figure 3. A plot of a1 of Equation (18d) versus α for  =1.354 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
Then designating this equilibrium amplitude by
Ae =

σc
a1
1/2
> 0, (21a)
we have
lim
t→∞
ρ(x,y,t) ∼ α + Ae cos

2πx
λc

, (21b)
which is plotted in the x−ρ plane of Figure 4 for  =1, α=0.12, and β =0.02. These super-
critical stripes are represented in the contour plot of Figure 5, where after Lejeune et al. [16]
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
x
ρ
Figure 4. A plot of the equilibrium density of Equation (21) versus x for  =1, α =0.12, and β =0.02.
Figure 5. A contour plot of the supercritical stripes of Figure 4.Journal of Biological Dynamics 355
regions of higher density (ρ>α) appear dark (green) and those of lower density (ρ<α),
light (tan).
Case (ii). For 0<β<βc(α) and α<α 1 or α>α 2, the uniform homogeneous distribution is
unstable since σ>0 and a1 <0.
Case (iii): For β>β c(α) and α<α 1 or α>α 2, since σ,a1 <0, there is metastability between
the uniform homogeneous and subcritical striped states.
Case(iv).Forβ>β c(α)andα1 <α<α2,theuniformhomogeneousdistributionisstablesince
σ<0 and a1 >0.
3. Two-dimensional patterns: a rhombic planform analysis
Inordertoinvestigatethepossibilityofoccurrenceforthetruncatedfourth-orderlogisticequation
of the type of two-dimensional vegetative patterns mentioned earlier, we shall ﬁrst consider a
rhombic planform solution of Equation (4) of the form [19,30]
ρ(x,y,t) = α + R(x,z,t) with z = x cos(φ) + y sin(φ), (22a)
where
R(x,z,t) ∼ A1(t)cos(qcx)+ B1(t)cos(qcz) + A2
1(t)[ρ2000 + ρ2020 cos(2qcx)]
+ A1(t)B1(t){ρ1111 cos[qc(x + z)]+ρ111(−1) cos[qc(x − z)]}
+ B2
1(t)[ρ0200 + ρ0202 cos(2qcz)]+A3
1(t)[ρ3010 cos(qcx)+ ρ3030 cos(3qcx)]
+ A2
1(t)B1(t){ρ2101 cos(qcz) + ρ2121 cos[qc(2x + z)]+ρ212(−1) cos[qc(2x − z)]}
+ A1(t)B2
1(t){ρ1210 cos(qcx)+ ρ1212 cos[qc(x + 2z)]+ρ121(−2) cos[qc(x − 2z)]}
+ B3
1(t)[ρ0301 cos(qcz) + ρ0303 cos(3qcz)] (22b)
and
dA1
dt
∼ σA1 − A1(a1A2
1 + b1B2
1),
dB1
dt
∼ σB1 − B1(b1A2
1 + a1B2
1). (22c)
Here we are employing the notation ρnjmk for the coefﬁcient of each term in Equation (22a)–(22b)
of the form An
1(t)B
j
1(t)cos[qc(mx + kz)] where ρ1010 =ρ0101 =1, implicitly. Then substituting
this rhombic planform solution of Equation (22) into Equation (4), we again obtain a sequence
of problems, each of which corresponds to one of these terms. Solving those problems we
ﬁnd that
ρn0m0 = ρ0n0m = ρnm,σ = σc(α,β), a1 = a1(α) (23a)
as deﬁned in the previous section while
ρ111(±1) =
  − 1 − 3α + q2
c/2 − q4
c/8
σc + (β − α)[1/2 ± cos(φ)]q2
c +[ 3/8 ± cos(φ) + cos2(φ)/2]αq4
c
(23b)356 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
and b1, in particular, satisﬁes
b1 − 2σcρ2101 =
3
2
+ (1 −   + 3α)[2ρ2000 + ρ1111 + ρ111(−1)]
−

ρ2000 +

3
2
+ cos(φ)

ρ1111 +

3
2
− cos(φ)

ρ111(−1)
	
q2
c
2
+

ρ2000 +

5
4
+ 4cos(φ) + 2cos2(φ)

ρ1111
+

5
4
− 4cos(φ) + 2cos2(φ)

ρ111(−1)
	
q4
c
8
. (23c)
Now taking the limit of Equation (23c) as β →βc(α) and making use of Equations (23a) and
(23b) as well as Equations (14b), (14c), and (17a), we obtain the solvability condition
b1 =
1
2α(−1 − 2α +  )[4cos2(φ) − 1]2{31(  − 1)

2(2α + 1 −  ) − 75

2α2(2α + 1 −  )
+ 48 − 82  + 34 2 + (190 − 162 )α + 194α2 +[ − 24(  − 1)

2(2α + 1 −  )
+ 48

2α2(2α + 1 −  ) − 48 + 96  − 48 2 + (−192 + 192 )α − 192α2]cos2(φ)
+[ 112(  − 1)

2(2α + 1 −  ) − 272

2α2(2α + 1 −  ) + 192 − 352  + 160 2
+ (800 − 736 )α + 864α2]cos4(φ)}=b1(α,φ). (23d)
HavingdevelopedtheseformulaeforitsgrowthrateandLandauconstants,weturnourattentionto
therhombicplanformamplitudeEquation(23c),whichpossessthefollowingequivalenceclasses
of critical points (A0,B0):
I: A0 = B0 = 0, II: A2
0 =
σ
a1
,B 0 = 0, V: A0 = B0 with A2
0 =
σ
a1 + b1
. (24)
Assuming that a1, a1 +b1>0 and investigating the stability of the critical points of Equation (24)
by seeking a solution of our amplitude equations of the form
A1(t) = A0 + ε1c1ept + O(ε2
1), B1(t) = B0 + ε1c2ept + O(ε2
1) with |ε1| << 1, (25)
one ﬁnds that p has the associated roots [29]
I:p1,2 = σ, II:p1 =− 2σ, p2 =

1 −
b1
a1

σ, V:p1 =− 2σ, p2 =
2(b1 − a1)σ
(a1 + b1)
, (26)
which yield the stability criteria that I is stable for σ<0; II, for σ>0, b1 >a1; and V, for σ>0,
a1>b1.NotethatIandII,asintheone-dimensionalanalysisoftheprevioussection,representthe
uniformhomogeneousandsupercriticalstripedstates,respectively,whileVcanbeidentiﬁedwith
a rhombic pattern possessing the characteristic angle φ (see below and [32]). We next use these
criteria to reﬁne our one-dimensional predictions relevant to the former states due to the presence
of the latter. Towards that end, we examine the signs of a1 ±b1 for  =1, α∈(α1,α2), and
φ∈(0,π/2] with φ=π/2 (or equivalently 90°) representing a square planform. We ﬁrst illustrate
this procedure by deﬁning the ratio of Landau constants [5]
γ(α,φ) =
b1(α,φ)
a1(α)
(27)
and plotting that quantity versus α in Figure 6 for a ﬁxed value of φ, namely φ=90°. Here,
there exist two α-intervals of stable square rhombic patterns, where a1 ±b1 >0 or equivalentlyJournal of Biological Dynamics 357
Figure 6. A plot of γ of Equation (27) versus α for φ =π/2 and  =1.
−1<γ<1, given by
α ∈ (0.0889,0.1176) or α ∈ (0.2094,0.2102) (28a)
provided in addition that σ>0o r0<β<βc(α). These intervals have been indicated by shad-
ing in this ﬁgure and observe that for α values between them γ>1o rb1 >a1 >0. Hence for
α∈(0.1176,0.2094) and 0<β<βc(α) there exist stable supercritical striped patterns. Now,
repeating the process used to produce Figure 6 but for other values of φ, we ﬁnd the same generic
behaviour as for φ=π/2 in that there are two intervals of stable rhombic patterns for α∈(αm,αl)
or α∈(αr,αM) with stable stripes between them for α∈(αl,αr) when 0<β<βc(α) where
α1 <α m <α l <α c = 0.16 <α r <α M <α 2 (28b)
and summarize these results in Table 1.
In addition, we can deduce from Equations (18d) and (23d) that
lim
φ→0
b1(α,φ) = 2a1(α) (29a)
or
lim
φ→0
γ(α,φ) = 2, (29b)
which implies that only stripes can be stable with respect to rhombic patterns of such small char-
acteristic angle. Next, we plot our ratio of Landau constants versus φ∈[0,π] for the ﬁxed values
Table 1. α-range for stable rhombic patterns versus φ.
φα m αl αr αM
0.70 0.0808 0.1025 0.1911 0.2009
1.01 0.1498 0.1537 0.1641 0.1675
2π
5
0.1154 0.1365 0.1904 0.1982
π
2
0.0889 0.1176 0.2094 0.2102358 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
Figure 7. A plot of γ of Equation (27) versus φ for α =0.12 and  =1.
of  =1 and α=0.12 in Figure 7. Restricting ourselves to the interval of interest φ∈[0,π/2],
we see that there are two bands of stable rhombic patterns ﬂanking φ=π/3 for φ∈(φm,φl)o r
φ∈(φr,φM) when 0<β<βc(α) where
0 <φ m <φ l <
π
3
<φ r <φ M <
π
2
, (30)
which have been designated by shading, with no stable patterns between these bands for
φ∈(φl,φr)andstablestripesoutsideofthemforφ∈[0,φm)orφ∈(φM,π/2]when0<β<βc(α).
This ﬁgure has been drawn for the extended interval φ∈[π/2,π] in order to demonstrate
graphically the symmetry about φ=π/2 characteristic of rhombic patterns since
γ(α,π − φ) = γ(α,φ). (31)
Here, properties (29) and (31) are a consequence of mode interference occurring at exactly φ=0
and modal interchange, respectively [3]. Note in this context that
b1(αc,φ)=
3
2
= 2a1(αc) (32a)
or
γ(α c,φ)= 2 (32b)
and thus, for α=αc =0.16 and 0<β<βc =0.032, stripes are stable versus rhombic patterns.
Again, repeating the process used to produce Figure 7 but for other α =αc, we ﬁnd the same
generic behaviour as for α=0.12 and summarize these results for selected values in Table 2.
WeobservefromFigure7andTable2thatthereexistnostablerhombicpatternsofcharacteristic
angle φ=π/3∼ =1.047 by virtue of the fact that for α∈(α1,α2)
lim
φ→π/3
α =αc
b1(α,φ) = lim
φ→π/3
α =αc
γ(α,φ) →− ∞ . (33)
The occurrence of this vertical asymptote is a consequence of b1 of Equation (29) possessing a
negative numerator and a denominator having a double root at φ=π/3.Journal of Biological Dynamics 359
Table 2. Angle range for stable rhombic patterns versus α.
αφ m φl φr φM
0.12 0.8123 0.9025 1.2319 1.4645
0.13 0.8720 0.9396 1.1829 1.3225
0.15 0.9881 1.0106 1.0932 1.1355
0.18 0.8465 0.9355 1.1327 1.1761
0.19 0.7161 0.8536 1.1903 1.2530
0.20 0.5358 0.7173 1.2760 1.3511
We close this section with a morphological instability interpretation of the potentially stable
criticalpointsIIandVofouramplitudeequationswhenσ>0or0<β<βc(α)relativetotheveg-
etative patterns under investigation.Then, to the lowest order the deviation from its homogeneous
conﬁguration of the function associated with these critical points is given by
R(x,z,t) ∼ A0 cos

2πx
λc

+ B0 cos

2πz
λc

, where z = x cos(φ) + y sin(φ). (34)
The contour plot in the x−y plane for this deviation function with A0 >0 and B0 =0 relevant to
critical point II is identical to that in Figure 4, of the previous section. Here, as indicated earlier,
regions of higher density appear dark and those of lower density, light. Clearly, such alternating
dark and light parallel bands should be identiﬁed with a striped vegetative pattern as anticipated
above. In order to make an analogous interpretation of critical pointV, we consider the deviation
function (34) with B0 =A0 >0 and allow φ to take on the values 90° and 58°, sequentially. We
represent the contour plot for that function with φ=90° in Figure 8. From the checkerboard
appearance of the array, it is equally clear that this critical point should be identiﬁed with a
vegetative pattern of square planform. Finally, in a similar manner, we generate the contour plot
of Figure 9 for 58°, which forms a family of rectangles. Here, φ=58° (or equivalently 1.01)
is a representative rhombic angle associated with stable patterns for α=0.15 (see Table 2). To
demonstrate that the same thing happens with any φ∈(0,π/2], we ﬁrst put Equation (34) for
Figure 8. A contour plot of Equation (34) for critical point V of Equation (24) with  =1, α =0.1, β =0.02, and
φ =π/2.360 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
Figure 9. A contour plot of Equation (34) for critical point V of Equation (24) with  =1, α =0.15, β =0.02, and
φ =1.01. Here the quadrilateral formed by the solid lines depicts the rhombic symmetry of the rectangular pattern.
critical point V in the form
R(x,z,t) ∼ A0

cos

2πx
λc

+ cos

2πz
λc

= 2A0 cos(ψ1)cos(ψ2), (35a)
where
ψ1 + ψ2 = x, ψ1 − ψ2 = z (35b)
or
ψ1 =
x + z
2
=
[1 + cos(φ)]x + sin(φ)y
2
(36a)
and
ψ2 =
x − z
2
=
[1 − cos(φ)]x − sin(φ)y
2
. (36b)
From Equations (35) and (36), we can then deduce that the intersecting level curves in the
associated contour plots are two families of straight lines possessing slopes of
m1 =−
1 + cos(φ)
sin(φ)
,m 2 =
1 − cos(φ)
sin(φ)
, (37a)
respectively, which intersect at right angles since
m1m2 =−
[1 − cos2(φ)]
sin2(φ)
=−
sin2(φ)
sin2(φ)
=− 1. (37b)
Giventhat,ingeneral,thisisarectangularplanformweneedtoexplaininwhatsensesuchacritical
point can be identiﬁed with a rhombic pattern. To do so, we form the quadrilateral depicted by
solid lines in Figure 9. Its sides are each composed of two half-diagonals, collectively containedJournal of Biological Dynamics 361
in the four light rectangles surrounding a dark one. Thus, each side of the quadrilateral has the
length of one of these diagonals
d =
λc
sin(φ)
(38a)
and hence, the quadrilateral is a rhombus of characteristic angle φ. Further, φ also plays a role in
characterizing the family of rectangles. Each member of that family has aspect ratio
w
l
= tan

φ
2

, (38b)
where w and l are its width and length, respectively, while φ/2 serves as its angle of inclination
as well, an assertion most easily veriﬁed by the relation
tan(φ/2) =

1 − cos(φ)
1 + cos(φ)
	1/2
=

[1 − cos(φ)]2
1 − cos2(φ)
	1/2
=


1 − cos(φ)
sin(φ)
21/2
=
1 − cos(φ)
sin(φ)
= m2. (38c)
Therefore, in what follows we shall refer to such a vegetative pattern as a rhombic array of
rectangular patches.
4. Two-dimensional patterns: a hexagonal planform analysis
Wecontinueourinvestigationoftwo-dimensionalvegetativepatternsbynextseekingahexagonal
planform solution of Equation (4) that to lowest order satisﬁes [19,30]
ρ(x,y,t) = α + R(x,y,t), (39a)
where
R(x,y,t) ∼ A1(t)cos[qcx + φ1(t)]+A2(t)cos

qc
x −
√
3y
2
− φ2(t)


+ A3(t)cos

qc
x +
√
3y
2
− φ3(t)


, (39b)
dAi
dt
∼ σAi − 4a0AjAk cos(φi + φj + φk) − Ai[a1A2
i + 2a2(A2
j + A2
k)], (39c)
Ai
dφi
dt
∼ 4a0AjAk sin(φi + φj + φk), (i,j,k) = even permutations of (1, 2, 3). (39d)
The weakly nonlinear stability behaviour of the amplitude-phase equations (39c), (39d) to be
described below depends only on the values of their growth rate and Landau constants. We can
determine the solvability conditions for these Landau constants most easily by introducing the362 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
transformation
A2(t) = A3(t) =
B1(t)
2
,φ 1(t) = φ2(t) = φ3(t) ≡ 0, (40a)
which reduces Equation (39) to
R(x,y,t) ∼ h0(x,y,t)= A1(t)cos(qcx)+ B1(t)cos
qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2

, (40b)
where
dA1
dt
∼ σA1 − a0B2
1 − A1(a1A2
1 + a2B2
1), (41a)
dB1
dt
∼ σB1 − 4a0A1B1 − B1

2a2A2
1 + (a1 + 2a2)
B2
1
4

. (41b)
Hence, we consider solutions of Equation (4) of the form of Equation (39a) with [19,30]
R(x,y,t) ∼ h0(x,y,t)+ A2
1(t)[ρ2000 + ρ2040 cos(2qcx)]
+ A1(t)B1(t)

ρ1111 cos
qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2

+ ρ1131 cos

3qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2


+ B2
1(t)[ρ0200+ρ0220 cos(qcx)+ρ0202 cos(
√
3qcy)+ρ0222 cos(qcx)cos(
√
3qcy)]
+ A3
1(t)[ρ3020 cos(qcx)+ ρ3060 cos(3qcx)]
+ A2
1(t)B1(t)

ρ2111 cos
qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2

+ ρ2131 cos

3qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2

+ ρ2151 cos

5qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2


+ A1(t)B2
1(t)[ρ1200 + ρ1220 cos(qcx)+ ρ1240 cos(2qcx)+ ρ1202 cos(
√
3qcy)
+ ρ1222 cos(qcx)cos(
√
3qcy)+ ρ1242 cos(2qcx)cos(
√
3qcy)]
+ B3
1(t)

ρ0311 cos
qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2

+ ρ0331 cos

3qcx
2

cos
√
3qcy
2

+ ρ0313 cos
qcx
2

cos

3
√
3qcy
2

+ ρ0333 cos

3qcx
2

cos

3
√
3qcy
2


. (42)
Now we are employing the notation ρnjMk for the coefﬁcient of each higher-order term in
Equation (42) of the form An
1(t)B
j
1(t)cos(Mqcx/2)cos(k
√
3qcy/2). Then substituting the solu-
tion of Equations (39)–(42) into Equation (4) and solving the resultant sequence of problems, we
ﬁnd speciﬁcally that
ρn0M0 = ρnm for M = 2m, σ = σc(α,β), a1 = a1(α),
ρ1131 =
  − 1 − 3α + q2
c/2 − q4
c/8
σc + (β − α)q2
c + αq4
c
(43)Journal of Biological Dynamics 363
and, in particular, the other two Landau constants satisfy
4a0 − σcρ1111 = 1 −   + 3α −
q2
c
2
+
q4
c
8
, (44a)
a2 − σcρ2111 +

4a0 +   − 1 − 3α +
q2
c
2
−
q4
c
8

ρ1111
2
=

1 −   − 3α − q2
c +
5q4
c
8

ρ1131
2
+

1 −   + 3α −
q2
c
4
+
q4
c
16

ρ20000 +
3
4
. (44b)
Finally, taking the limit of Equation (44) as β →βc(α) and employing Equation (43) as well as
Equations (14b), (14c), (15), and (17), we obtain the solvability conditions
a0 =
5α + 2(1 −  ) −
√
2(2α + 1 −  )
4
= a0(α), (44c)
a2 =
1
8α(1 + 2α −  )
[−133α2 + 16α(−8 + 7 ) − 32 + 49

2α2(2α + 1 −  )
+ 56  − 24 2 − 20(  − 1)

2(2α + 1 −  )]=a2(α). (44d)
NotefromEquations(44a)and(44b)thattheexpressiona2(α)ofEquation(44d)doesnotcontain
the component limβ→βc(α) ρ1111 since the coefﬁcient of that quantity, namely limβ→βc(α)(4a0 +
  − 1 − 3α + q2
c/2 − q4
c/8), is identically equal to zero by virtue of Equation (44a).As pointed
out byWollkind et al. [31] such independence may be expected as a general rule, thus eliminating
the necessity of determining ρ1111.
Having developed formulae for their growth rate and Landau constants, we return to the six-
disturbance hexagonal-planform amplitude-phase equations (39c) and (39d). In cataloguing the
critical points of these equations and summarizing their orbital stability behaviour, it is necessary
to employ the quantities
σ−1 =−
4a2
0
a1 + 4a2
,σ 1 =
16a1a2
0
2a2 − a2
1
,σ 2 =
32(a1 + a2)a2
0
(2a2 − a1)2 . (45)
Then,thosecriticalpointscanberepresentedasequivalenceclassesoftheform(A0,B0,B0,0,0,0)
corresponding to φ1=φ2 =φ3=0 with
I : A0 = B0 = 0,
II : A2
0 =
σ
a1
,B 0 = 0,
III± : A0 = B0 = A
±
0 =
−2a0 ±[ 4a2
0 + (a1 + 4a2)σ]1/2
a1 + 4a2
,
IV : A0 =−
4a0
2a2 − a1
,B 2
0 =
σ − σ1
a1 + 2a2
,
(46)
where it is assumed that a1, a1 +4a2 >0. In order to examine the stability of these critical
points of Equation (46), we seek solutions of the amplitude-phase equations (39c) and (39d) of
the form
A1(t) = A0 + ε1c1ept + O(ε2
1), Aj(t) = B0 + ε1cjept + O(ε2
1), j = 2 and 3; (47a)
φj(t) = 0 + ε1cj+3ept + O(ε2
1), j = 1,2, and 3, with |ε1| << 1. (47b)
Usingsimilarbutslightlymorecomplicatedconsiderationsthanthoseemployedinthelastsection,
one can deduce orbital stability criteria for these critical points that are posed in terms of σ [29].364 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
Table 3. Orbital stability behaviour of critical points II and III±.
a0 2a2 −a1 Stable structures
+− , 0 III− for σ>σ 1
++III− for σ−1 <σ<σ2,I If o rσ>σ 1
0 − III± for σ>0
0 + II for σ>0
−+III+ for σ−1 <σ<σ2,I If o rσ>σ 1
−− , 0 III+ for σ>σ −1
Thus critical point I is stable in this sense for σ<0 while the stability behaviour of II and III±,
which depends on the signs of a0 and 2a2 −a1 as well, has been summarized in Table 3 under the
assumption that a1 +a2 >0.
In this parameter range, A
+
0 > 0 and A
−
0 < 0. Finally, critical point IV, which reduces to II for
σ =σ1 andtoIII± forσ =σ2 andishencecalledageneralizedcell[11],isnotstableforanyvalue
of σ. Here, we use the term orbital stability of pattern formation to mean a family of solutions in
theplanethatmayinterchangewitheachotherbutdonotgrowordecayintoasolutiontypefroma
different family. Such an interpretation depends upon the translational and rotational symmetries
inherent to the amplitude-phase equations, these invariancies also limiting each equivalence class
of critical points to a single member that must be considered explicitly. The same reasoning was
implicit to our cataloguing of the critical points of the rhombic planform amplitude equations in
the previous section.
We next offer a morphological interpretation of the potentially stable critical points catalogued
aboverelativetothevegetativepatternsunderinvestigation.Then,criticalpointsIandIIrepresent
the uniform homogeneous and supercritical striped states, respectively, described in both of the
last two sections. Observing that to lowest order, the deviation function associated with critical
points III± satisﬁes
R(x,y,t) ∼ A
±
0 g0(x,y), (48a)
where
g0(x,y) = cos

2πx
λc

+ 2cos

πx
λc

cos
√
3πy
λc

(48b)
and noting that the function g0(x,y) exhibits hexagonal symmetry [32], we can deduce that these
critical points represent hexagonal lattices possessing individual hexagons with dark circular
regions at their centres and light boundaries for III+ and with light circular regions at their centres
and dark boundaries for III−. The contour plots relevant to these critical points are depicted in
Figures 10 and 11 where Figure 10 is for III+ and Figure 11, for III−. Hence, in what follows, we
shall identify hexagonal close-packed distributions of vegetative spots or gaps with critical points
III+ or III−, respectively.
Havingsummarizedthosestabilitycriteriaandmorphologicalidentiﬁcations, wenowreturnto
our expressions for the Landau constants of Equations (39c) and (39d) given by Equations (18d),
(44c), and (44d). First, we examine the signs of a1 +4a2,a1 +a2,a0, and 2a2 −a1 versus α in
Figures 12 and 13 for  =1. From the results of this examination, we observe that besides α1,α2,
and αc deﬁned in Equation (19) and Equation (28b) there exist the following other signiﬁcant
values of α
α1 <α 3 <α 5 <α 7 <α c <α 2 <α 4 <α 6 <α 8 (49a)Journal of Biological Dynamics 365
Figure 10. A contour plot of Equation (48) for critical point III+ of Equation (46) with  =1, α =0.1, and β =0.015.
Figure 11. A contour plot of Equation (48) for critical point III− of Equation (46) with  =1, α =0.2, and β =0.01.
such that
a1 + a2 = 0 for α = α3 or α4,a 1 + a2 > 0 for α3 <α<α 4; (49b)
a1 + 4a2 = 0 for α = α5 or α6,a 1 + 4a2 > 0 for α5 <α<α 6; (49c)
2a2 − a1 = 0 for α = α7 or α8, 2a2 − a1 > 0 for α7 <α<α 8,
2a2 − a1 < 0 for α<α 7 or α>α 8;
(49d)
a0 = 0 for α = αc,a 0 > 0 for α>α c,a 0 < 0 for α<α c. (49e)
These values of α are compiled in Table 4 for  =0.825 and 1.366 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
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Figure 12. Plots of a1 +4a2 and a1 +a2 of Equations (18d) and (44d) versus α with  =1 where the plot of a1 of
Figure 3 is presented for the purpose of comparison.
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Figure 13. Plots of a0 and 2a2 −a1 of Equations (18d), (44c), and (44d) versus α with  =1.
Table 4. The α values of Equation (49).
 α 1 α3 α5 α7 αc α2 α4 α6 α8
0.825 0.0064 0.0090 0.0110 0.0237 0.1059 0.1430 0.1521 0.1600 0.2522
1 0.0535 0.0562 0.0581 0.0701 0.16 0.2108 0.2232 0.2337 0.3518
In order to compare our theoretical predictions with numerical simulations and relevant obser-
vationalevidence,wemustrepresentthestabilityresultsofTable3graphicallyintheα−β plane.
To do so, it is now necessary for us to generalize the approach which produced the marginal sta-
bility σc =0 curve β =βc(α) of Equation (15) from Equation (14) in order that we may generate
the analogous loci associated with σ =σj for j=−1,1, and 2, respectively. That is, employingJournal of Biological Dynamics 367
Equations (14), (18d), (44c), (44d), and (45), we solve
σc(α,β) = σj[a0(α),a1(α),a2(α)] with j =− 1,1, and 2, (50a)
for β to obtain
β = α −

2α2(2α + 1 −  ) + 2ασj[a0(α),a1(α),a2(α)]
= βj(α) with j =− 1,1, and 2, (50b)
respectively. Since all the quantities required for the identiﬁcation of the vegetative patterns of
Table 3 have been evaluated, we can represent graphically the regions corresponding to these
patterns in the α−β plane of Figure 14 with  =1, where the loci of Equations (15) and (50b)
are denoted by σc and σj with j=−1,1, and 2, respectively, in that ﬁgure which has been
plotted for 0.0600≤α≤0.2108. Then we observe from Figure 14 in conjunction with Tables 3
and 4 that for a1 +4a2 >0 all (when 2a2 −a1 <0) or part (when 2a2 −a1>0) of the region
(σc,a1 >0),wheretheone-dimensionalanalysisofSection2predictedstripedvegetationpatterns,
is further divided into two subregions characterized by hexagonal patterns consisting of either
vegetativespots(whena0 <0)orgaps(whena0 >0),respectively.Intheoverlapregionssatisfying
σ1<σ<σ2 or
β2( α )<β<β 1(α) (51)
where stripes and spots (α
−
1 <α<α c) or stripes and gaps (αc <α<α2) are predicted, the initial
conditionsdeterminewhichstableequilibriumpatternofeachpairwillbeselected.Inthiscontext,
we deﬁne
β1(α
−
1 ) = β2(α
±
2 ) = 0 (52a)
which from Figure 14 implies
α
−
1 = 0.1115,α
−
2 = 0.1317,α
+
2 = 0.1902. (52b)
There also exists a region of bistability corresponding to σ−1<σ<0o r
βc( α )<β<β −1(α), (53)
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Figure 14. Stability diagram in the α −β plane for the propagator-inhibitor logistic equation (4) with  =1 denoting
the predicted vegetative patterns summarized in Table 3.368 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
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Figure 15. Plots of (a1 +4a2)2 and a0 of Figures 12 and 13 versus α.
thehomogeneousdistributionbeingstableforσ<0orβ>β c(α)andhexagonsforσ−1 <σ<σ2.
Given that σ−1 <0 for a0  =0o rα =αc =0.16, the hexagons persisting in this overlap region
wouldbesubcriticalinnature.Finally,tojustifythetruncationprocedureinherenttotheasymptotic
representation of Equations (39c) and (39d), it is necessary that its coefﬁcients satisfy the size
constraint [31]
|a0| (a1 + 4a2)2, (54)
which, as can be seen in Figure 15, is valid in the parameter range of interest. Hence, we may
conclude that such a truncation procedure is justiﬁed for our hexagonal planform weakly non-
linear stability analysis of Equation (4). Further, given the hexagonal close-packed nature of the
distributions associated with III±, we have referred to them collectively as hexagons above.
5. Comparisons, discussion, and conclusions
We are now ready to compare these theoretical predictions developed in Sections 3 and 4 with
relevant numerical simulations and observational evidence as well as place them in the context of
some recent pattern formation studies. We begin naturally by comparing our predictions with the
numerical simulations of Lejeune and his co-workers: namely with those contained in Lejeune
andTlidi[14],CouteronandLejeune[2],Lejeuneetal.[15],andLejeuneetal.[16].Inparticular,
Lejeune et al. [16] numerically integrated Equation (3) on a square grid with periodic boundary
conditions for  =0.825 and L=0.1 after constructing the corresponding bifurcation diagram
of associated vegetative states as a function of μ to select appropriate values of this aridity
control parameter favouring hexagonal pattern formation. These authors reported the following
sequence of spatially periodic vegetation states obtained from that bifurcation diagram as aridity
was increased: ﬁrst, a pattern of spots of sparser vegetation or gaps appeared forming a hexagonal
lattice,whichthentransformedintoanalternationofstripesofsparserandthickervegetation,and
ﬁnallyintoahexagonalpatternofvegetationspotsseparatedbybareground.Recallingthatβ =L2
and α is inversely related to μ by Equation (11b), we can see that the sequence of morphologiesJournal of Biological Dynamics 369
obtained from Figure 14 when the horizontal line
β ≡ β0 where 0.015 <β 0 <β c(αc) = βc(0.16) = 0.032 (55)
is traversed in the direction of increasing α through the patterned region
III+,III+/II,II,II/III−,III− (56)
is in qualitative agreement with the sequence just catalogued. Here after Borckmans et al. [1],
we employ the notation B/C to indicate bistability between patterns B and C. Next, Lejeune
etal. [16]performedthenumericalsimulationsfortheﬁxedvaluesof andL asdescribedabove
and generated vegetation patterns constituted of hexagonal gaps, alternating stripes, or hexagonal
spots when μ was assigned the values of 0.965, 0.970, or 0.980, sequentially. Although  =1
chosen in Sections 2–4 for ease of exposition is a special case since such a choice eliminates
the quadratic term of f(ρ), it is a representative value of that parameter for our purposes. The
qualitativebehaviourofourstabilityanalysesisthesamefortheothervaluesof0< <1deﬁned
by Equation (9) as it was for  =1. This is demonstrated conclusively relevant to the simulation
results of [16] by Table 4, which lists the special α values of Equation (49) for  =0.825, which
was the value employed during that simulation, as well as those for  =1. To compare our
theoretical predictions with these simulation results, we must ﬁrst construct a stability diagram
analogous to Figure 14 but for  =0.825 rather than  =1. Figure 16 represents such a diagram
plotted in the α−β plane. Note in this context that αc as deﬁned implicitly by Equation (49e) has
the explicit formulation as a function of   given by
αc =
2(5  − 4) +
√
2(7 − 5 )
25
= αc( ) for 0.5 < <1.4, (57a)
and hence relevant to Figures 14 and 16
αc(1.0) = 0.1600,α c(0.825) = 0.1059. (57b)
This critical value of density has been denoted by the vertical line α=αc in both these ﬁgures and
separatesthetwotypesofvegetativehexagonalpatternsfromeachothersincespotscanonlyoccur
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Figure 17. Stability diagram in the μ−β plane corresponding to Figure 16.
for α<α c while gaps can only occur for α>α c. Then using Equation (11a) with  =0.825, it is
possible for us to convert Figure 16 into Figure 17, which represents the corresponding stability
diagram plotted in the μ−β plane.Again note that the vertical line in this ﬁgure is given by
μ = μc = 0.9702, (58)
where the latter quantity corresponds to the αc of Equation (57) when  =0.825. Finally, in
order to compare the simulation results just described with our theoretical predictions, we now
select β =L2 =0.01 consistent with the value of L=0.1 employed by Lejeune et al. [16]. Upon
examination of Figure 17, we can deduce the predicted morphological sequence of vegetative
patternssummarizedinTable5asthehorizontaltransitcurveβ =0.01istraversedinthedirection
of increasing μ. Observe from Table 5 that the complete patterned region occurs for the interval
μ ∈ (μ−
c ,μ +
c ) where
μ−
c = 0.9623,μ +
c = 0.9951 (59)
arethetwocriticalpointsofbifurcationasidentiﬁedbyLejeuneetal.[16]whilethethreeμvalues
of 0.965, 0.970, or 0.980 chosen by the latter authors for their simulation purposes lie within the
subintervals for which only gaps, only stripes, or only spots are stable, respectively. Hence our
theoretical predictions are in quantitative agreement with these simulation results. Further, note
Table 5. Morphological stability predictions
versus μ for β =0.01 and  =0.825.
μ interval Stable pattern
(0.9547, 0.9623) Homogeneous
(0.9623, 0.9630) Homogeneous and gaps
(0.9630, 0.9657) Gaps
(0.9657, 0.9676) Gaps and stripes
(0.9676, 0.9735) Stripes
(0.9735, 0.9767) Stripes and spots
(0.9767, 0.9932) Spots
(0.9932, 0.9951) Spots and homogeneous
(0.9951, 0.9969) HomogeneousJournal of Biological Dynamics 371
from Figures 16 and 17 that the term homogeneous appearing in the stable pattern column of the
ﬁrst two entries of Table 5 refers to uniform vegetative distributions of relatively high density
while the same term appearing in the corresponding column of its last two entries refers to similar
distributions of relatively low density. The results of our weakly nonlinear analyses are only
strictly valid in the vicinity of the marginal stability curve. Often, however, in situations of this
sort it is possible to extend these results to regions of the relevant parameter space substantially
removed from the marginal curve. In order to determine the validity of such an extrapolation,
it is standard operating procedure to perform numerical simulations of the original governing
partial differential equation(s) in those extended regions and compare these simulation results
with those theoretical predictions. This is precisely what was done by Firth and Scroggie [4] in
their nonlinear optical pattern formation problem involving an atomic sodium vapour ring cavity
and more recently by Golovin et al. [6] in their chemical Turing pattern formation problem of the
Brusselator model with superdiffusion. In the latter instance, the theoretical predictions given in
their Figure 3 were compared with the corresponding numerical simulations appearing in their
Figure 5. Indeed Lejeune et al. [16] also compared their theoretical arid environmental vegetative
patternformationpredictionsandnumericalsimulationsbymeansoftheirTableIIwhichincluded
the maximum and minimum phytomass density values for the simulated patterns of their Figure 5
andthecorrespondingvaluesfortheanalyticalbifurcationdiagramgivenintheirFigure4thatwas
a plot of the stationary states of their amplitude equations versus μ.We reproduce those results in
our Table 6. Considering the amplitude of the difference of these maximum and minimum values
the table shows the relative deviation between the analytical and numerical values to be less than
10% in each of those cases, as pointed out by Lejeune et al. [16].These cases, summarized earlier
upon the introduction of Table 5, were for  =0.825 and β =0.01 with the aridity parameter
μ=0.965, 0.970, and 0.980 corresponding to gaps, stripes, and spots, respectively, all of which,
as can be seen from Figure 17, lie relatively deep within the patterned region.
So far, we have been concerned with the bifurcation behaviour of Equation (4) when 0< ≤1
only for β in the range deﬁned by Equation (55). We shall now examine what transpires should
we consider Figure 14 in conjunction with the horizontal transit curve
β ≡ β0 where 0 <β 0 <β crit = 0.015. (60)
Here βcrit =0.015 corresponds to the local minimum value of the curve β =β1(α) for α>α c.
Then we obtain the sequence of morphologies
III+,III+/II,II,II/III− (61)
as α is increased along the transit curve of Equation (60). The simulation results of Lejeune and
Tlidi[14]andCouteronandLejeune[2]areinaparameterrangethatyieldsbifurcationbehaviour
of this generic sort. In particular, these authors numerically integrated Equation (3) on a square
grid with periodic boundary conditions for  =1.2 and L=0.2 obtaining a hexagonal pattern of
gaps for μ=0.98, alternating stripes for μ=1.0, and a hexagonal pattern of spots for μ=1.01.
To compare our theoretical predictions with these simulation results, we again construct stability
Table 6. Comparison of analytical and numerical ρ results for β =0.01 and  =0.825 from [16].
Minimum Maximum
μ Pattern Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical
0.965 Gaps 0.051 0.057 0.152 0.149
0.97 Stripes 0.050 0.048 0.163 0.165
0.98 Spots 0.031 0.024 0.192 0.196372 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
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Figure 18. Stability diagram in the α −β plane for the propagator-inhibitor logistic equation (4) with  =1.2.
diagrams analogous to Figures 16 and 17 but for  =1.2 in both the α−β plane of Figure 18 and
the μ−β plane of Figure 19. In doing so, we ﬁrst point out that this requires a relaxation of our
original constraint of 0≤ ,μ≤1 and second, that neither Lejeune and Tlidi [14] nor Couteron
and Lejeune [2] constructed a bifurcation diagram relevant to their two-dimensional simulations
although Lejeune et al. [15] did generate a so-called one-dimensional bifurcation diagram for
this case (see below). Observe that Figures 16 and 17 generated for  =0.825 are in qualitative
agreement with Figures 18 and 19, respectively, generated for  =1.2. We also note that the
vertical lines in those ﬁgures are given by
α = αc(1.2) = 0.2166,μ = μc = 0.9964, (62)
respectively. Next we select β =L2 =0.04 consistent with the value of L=0.2 employed by
Lejeune and Tlidi [14] and Couteron and Lejeune [2]. Then upon examination of Figure 19, we
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Table 7. Morphological stability predictions
versus μ for β =0.04 and  =1.2.
μ interval Stable pattern
(0.9769, 0.9891) Gaps and stripes
(0.9891, 1.0029) Stripes
(1.0029, 1.0064) Stripes and spots
(1.0064, 1.0098) Spots
can deduce the predicted morphological sequence of vegetative patterns summarized in Table 7
as the horizontal transit curve β =0.04 is traversed in the direction of increasing μ.
Observe from Table 7 that this morphological sequence is both in qualitative agreement with
the sequence of Equation (61) and quantitatively compatible with the simulation results under
examination once the μ values in that table have been rounded off to the two places of accuracy
reportedbyLejeuneandTlidi[14]andCouteronandLejeune[2].UponexaminationofFigure19,
we can see that the parameter values of Table 7 lie even deeper within the patterned region of this
ﬁgure than the parameter values of Table 6 did in Figure 17. In this context, Lejeune et al. [16]
reported their simulation μ values to three places of accuracy. We note that for all the simulation
results of Lejeune and his co-workers described in this section which generated striped patterns,
μ = μc, (63)
totherelevantdegreeofaccuracy.Inorderforustodemonstratethatthisoccurrencewasnotcoin-
cidental, it is necessary that we consider our rhombic planform results of Section 3 in conjunction
with the morphological stability predictions summarized in Table 3.
Towards this end, we begin by noting that, although these rhombic results of Section 3 were
developed explicitly for the special case of  =1, they are qualitatively valid for any other value
of   satisfying the condition in Equation (3b) – e.g. speciﬁcally for  =0.825 or 1.2. Consistent
with Equation (52), we implicitly deﬁne α
±
2 by
β2(α
±
2 ) = β0 where 0 <β 0 <β c(αc) (64a)
and observe from Tables 3, 5, and 7 and Figures 14, 16, and 18 that our hexagonal planform
analysis predicted stripes as the only stable pattern for
α
−
2 <α<α
+
2 . (64b)
From the results of Section 3, we can conclude that for any
α ∈ (α
−
2 ,α c) ∪ (αc,α
+
2 ) (64c)
all such stripes are unstable with respect to rhombic patterns having characteristic angle
φ ∈ (φm,φ l) or φ ∈ (φr,φ M). (64d)
In particular, for α in these intervals rhombic arrays of this sort are difﬁcult to distinguish from
hexagonal distributions since the allowable bands of their characteristic angles closely ﬂank
π/3∼ =1.047 (see Table 2 and Figure 9). Hence, if we substitute this type of rhombic pattern as
the stable morphology for the intervals
α
−
2 <α<α c and αc <α<α
+
2 , (64e)
then hexagonal or nearly hexagonal arrays can be anticipated for all α =αc over the instability
region. In this context, we note that all our pattern-formation ﬁgures have used the homogeneous374 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
solution value of α as the threshold to trigger the colour change from light to dark. Thus, all
spatial regions characterized by ρ ≥ α appear dark and those by ρ<αlight. If in the α-intervals
ofEquation(64e)weadopttheprotocolthatαc representsthiscriticalthresholdinstead,theninthe
high threshold interval where α<α c light regions predominate and hence the rhombic arrays in
thatintervalwouldbecharacterizedbydarkrectangularpatcheswithroundedcornerscompletely
surroundedbythelightbackgroundorpseudo-‘spots’,whereasinthelowthresholdwhereα>α c
dark regions predominate and hence those arrays in that interval would be characterized by light
rectangularpatchescompletelysurroundedbythedarkbackgroundorpseudo-‘gaps’.Hence,after
Wollkind and Stephenson [32] using such a high threshold–low threshold type of argument, it is
plausible to assume that these pseudo-‘spots’ are the preferred patterns for α
−
2 <α<α c while
pseudo-‘gaps’arepreferredforαc <α<α
+
2 .Finally,fromFigures14and 16–19,inconjunction
withthemorphologicalstabilityresultsofSection3,wecanconcludethattheoccurrenceofstripes
requires α=αc, or equivalently μ=μc, since such patterns are only stable for both planforms
at this critical value of α or μ and when β<β c(αc). Here where our analysis predicts a stable
parallelstripedpatterntheequivalenceclassforthecriticalpointdesignatedasIIinthelastsection
actually contains the three solutions [22]
A2
i =
σ
a1
,A j = Ak = 0,( i , j , k ) = even permutation of (1, 2, 3). (65)
These represent a family of stripes aligned parallel to the y axis as per our original identiﬁcation
plus two similar families of stripes making angles of ±60° with them, for which stable co-
existence with a member of either the original family or one another is impossible [22]. Then for
α=αc (or equivalently μ=μc) and β<β c(αc) as initial conditions vary from point to point over
aﬂatenvironment,suchfamiliesofstripescangiverisetopolygonalarcstheboundariesofwhich
would appear quite random in orientation. Indeed, the simulation results classiﬁed as striped
patterns by Lejeune and Tlidi [14] and Couteron and Lejeune [2] have the appearance of such
curved elongated stripes or interconnected bicontinuous patterns in the relevant reproductions
contained therein.
So far we have limited our discussion to analyses for which the wavenumber was restricted to
the critical wavenumber alone. In order to investigate the consequences of considering other
wavenumbers in the instability side band centred about this critical wavenumber, it would
be necessary to convert the Landau-type amplitude ordinary differential equations in time to
Ginzburg-Landau type partial differential equations by adding the appropriate spatial derivative
terms to them. As reviewed in detail by Wollkind et al. [31], such an analysis, although beyond
the scope of our present investigation always yields two additional instabilities besides those
discussed above: namely, zig-zag and cross-band relevant to the interaction of oblique and per-
pendicular modes, respectively. Speciﬁcally, it should be pointed out that the stripes simulated by
Lejeune et al. [16] for β =0.01, =0.825, and μ=0.97 were of the zig-zag variety.
Up until now, we have been concerned with a1>0 type behaviour for the simulation results
of Lejeune and his co-workers when  =1.2 and L=0.2. Lejeune et al. [15] constructed a one-
dimensional bifurcation diagram corresponding to this problem for  =1.2 and L=0.2. They
found isolated vegetation patches as a simulation outcome occurring outside a patterned aridity
interval when μ>μ ∗ =1.01 and interpreted such localized structures to be a spatial compromise
between the periodic patchy vegetative and bare stable states. We plot a1 versus α in Figure 20
for  =1.2 relevant to this situation and note that α=0.1 is equivalent to μ=1.01. Note that
Figure4for =1isinqualitativeagreementwithFigure20for =1.2.Herethelattercaseyields
the values α1=0.1028 and α2 =0.2821. Observe from Figure 19 that for the μ range included
in Table 7 the transit curve β =0.04 lies totally within the region where σ,a1 >0. Should μ be
extendedjustbeyondtheboundsofthattable,however,a1<0althoughσ>0(seeFigures18–20).
This behaviour is highly reminiscent of the morphological phase separation instabilities (σ>0)Journal of Biological Dynamics 375
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Figure 20. A plot of a1 of Equation (18d) versus α for  =1.2.
in thin liquid ﬁlms analysed by Tian andWollkind [26]. The main result of their analysis was that
a1 >0 type patterns of this sort consisting of uniform distributions of nanodroplets, bicontinuous
ridges,andpolygonalcellsseparatedbyultrathinﬂatﬁlmscouldoccursequentiallyasmeanlayer
thickness was increased over a particular interval with rupture occurring outside of that interval
where a1<0. This dewetting-type rupture occurred by isolated drop formation in relatively thin
layers, but by isolated hole formation in thicker ones. Analogous behaviour was discovered by
Golovin et al. [6] in their examination of chemical Turing pattern formation for the Brusselator
problem with superdiffusion. Given the similarity of behaviour among all these phenomena, we
conjecture that outside the bounds of Table 7 where σ>0 and a1<0 there will be desertiﬁcation
characterizedbytheformationofisolatedvegetationpatchesforμ>1.0098andbytheformation
of isolated patches of bare ground for μ<0.9769.
It remains for us to compare our theoretical predictions with observational evidence. Striking
periodic vegetation patterns covering widespread areas of arid or semi-arid regions of Africa,
Australia, theAmericas, and the Near East became noticeable through aerial photography nearly
70yearsago[2,13,21].Inthisinstance,anaridregionreferstoanenvironmentthatischaracterized
by an extended dry season where yearly potential evaporation exceeds yearly rainfall and water
availability is a limiting factor of plant growth [16]. The patterns reported consisted of gaps
(‘pearled or spotted bush’), labyrinths, stripes (‘tiger bush’), and spots (‘leopard bush’). These
included bushy vegetation punctuated by bare spots in Niger, labyrinths of perennial grasses in
Israel,stripedpatternsofbushyvegetationinNiger,andspotsoftreesorshrubsinIvoryCoastand
French Guiana [21]. From our one-dimensional morphological interpretation of the equivalence
classforcriticalpointIIofEquation(65)itfollowsthatthepatternsusuallydescribedbyecologists
as tiger bush, lanes, groves, and bands should be associated with what we have termed parallel
stripes while those described as labyrinths, mazes, and arcs should be associated with what we
have termed bicontinuous patterns. Similarly leopard or pearled bush should be associated with
critical points III+ or III−, respectively. We wish to re-examine further these hexagonal patterns
in order to determine sufﬁcient conditions under which they can give rise to regions characterized
by bare ground in agreement with relevant observational evidence.Towards that end, we return to
our hexagonal symmetry function g0 of Equation (48) and consider it in more detail. In particular,
focusing our attention upon a single hexagonal cell we note that each such individual g0 cell has
an elevated central region with a maximum elevation of 3 at its centre which is bounded by a376 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
level curve of zero elevation appearing as the nearly circular loci found in Figures 10 and 11.
The peripheral portion of each cell exterior to that central region is depressed, with the hexagonal
cellular boundary of variable depth ranging from −3/2 at its vertices to −1 at the midpoint of
its edges. Speciﬁcally, at the centre of these cells, the density function characteristic of III− has
a value
ρ ∼ α
−
0 + 3A
−
0 where A
−
0 < 0, (66a)
while on its boundaries the density function characteristic of III+ ranges from
α
+
0 − 3A
+
0 /2t oα
+
0 − A
+
0 where A
+
0 > 0. (66b)
Even though (see Figures 14, 16, and 18)
α
+
0 <α c <α
−
0 , (66c)
we see that there is about the same tendency for these density values of Equation (66) to be equal
to, or less than, zero, and hence represent bare ground in agreement with the actual appearance
of leopard or pearled bush, respectively. Finally, we shall investigate the predicted wavelength of
these vegetation patterns. From Equations (14b) and (20), we can deduce that
λc =
√
2π (1 − β/α)−1/2 . (67a)
Observe that, for β ≡β0, λc is a decreasing function of α. Then evaluating this function of
Equation (67a) on the marginal stability curve β =βc(α) of Equation (15b) we obtain
λc =
√
2π[2(2α + 1 −  )]−1/4, (67b)
which for the special case of  =1 reduces to
λc =
π
α1/4, (67c)
these critical wavelengths being generated by the interplay between short-range facilitative and
long-range competitive plant interactions. Speciﬁcally for α = α
±
0 of Equation (66) we can see
from Equation (67c) that
λ+
c >λ −
c , (67d)
and hence conclude that the vegetative distributions in leopard bush have a tendency to be more
widely spaced than the bare patches which regularly punctuate the vegetation cover in pearled
bush. Further the characteristic wavelength of tiger bush which corresponds to α=αc =0.16 for
this case satisﬁes
λc =
π
α
1/4
c
= 5 (67e)
and is intermediate in value between the distances λ±
c of Equation (67d).After Lejeune and Tlidi
[15]employingalengthscaleof5minthissituationyieldstheassociateddimensionalwavelength
λ∗
c = 25m (67f)
consistent with ﬁeld observations.
We close by placing our theoretical predictions in the context of some recent vegetative pattern
formationstudies.Rietkerketal.[20]developedaninteraction–diffusionmodelsystemconsisting
of a set of three partial differential equations describing the spatio-temporal behaviour of plant
density, soil water, and surface water, respectively. They performed numerical simulations onJournal of Biological Dynamics 377
their model system with reﬂecting boundary conditions. Typical spatial patterns on ﬂat ground
generated in this manner were represented over a two-dimensional domain by Rietkerk et al. [20]
for different amounts of rainfall R measured in mm/day. For R=0.75 a hexagonal spotted pat-
tern formed, changing into labyrinths for R=1; while a hexagonal gap pattern was generated for
R=1.25. Von Hardenberg et al. [27] proposed a similar interaction–diffusion model system that
only considered plant biomass and ground water but introduced more complicated plant growth
and ground water ﬂux terms. They studied this model by integrating their system numerically
at different precipitation values p. For a plain (ﬂat) landscape, von Hardenberg et al. [27] found
that vegetation patterns of various forms evolved for p in a particular interval with hexagonal
spots occurring at a relatively low p value, holes in a uniform coverage at a relatively high p
value, and stripes (or labyrinths) at a p value intermediate to these. In both instances, the aver-
age plant biomass density increased with increasing R or p, respectively, although the scale of
the patterns was in the range of metres or tens of metres for the Rietkerk et al. [20] model but
only on the order of centimeters for the von Hardenberg et al. [27] model due to the fact that
surface water diffusion which served as the driving mechanism for the former is much greater
than ground water diffusion, the driving mechanism for the latter [21]. Klausmeier [9] devised
a related interaction–advection–diffusion model for vegetation and surface water that included a
spatialgradienteffectforitswaterratherthanadiffusiveone.Numericalintegrationofthatsystem
yieldednoperiodicvegetativepatternformationforﬂatgroundandstripeswhenthedownhillﬂow
of rainwater was allowed for hillsides. Sherratt [24] presented a detailed theoretical analysis of
patternformationintheKlausmeier[9]model,derivedformulaeforthewavelengthandmigration
speed of the predicted patterns, and systematically investigated how these depended on model
parameters. Observe that the morphological sequence results described above that were produced
by numerical simulation of the Rietkerk et al. [29] and von Hardenberg et al. [27] model systems
are in qualitative agreement with our theoretical predictions for the propagator-inhibitor Lefever
et al. [13] model equation once one realizes that the aridity parameter of the latter is inversely
related to the rainfall and precipitation parameters of those systems. Also, we note that our sys-
tematic nonlinear stability analyses of vegetative pattern formation for this model equation is
presented in the same spirit as was Sherratt’s [24] detailed theoretical analysis of the Klausmeier
[9] model system.
We conclude this discussion with some additional comments about our analyses in relation
to those of Lejeune and his co-workers. As pointed out in the sketch of the development of the
propagator-inhibitor model equation (3a) presented in Section 1, Lefever et al. [13] introduced
scaling laws at variance to those catalogued in Equation (3b). Speciﬁcally, they took
∂
∂t
∼ O(ε3/2), L ∼ O(ε1/2), (68a)
while retaining our other scales of Equation (3b). Then, the terms
∂ρ
∂t
∼ O(ε5/2), (L2 − ρ)∇2ρ ∼ O(ε5/2) (68b)
while all the other terms in Equation (3a) remain of O(ε3).Within the framework of our nonlinear
stability analyses, let us examine the validity of the scaling laws of Equation (3b) where they
differ from Equation (68a): namely
∂
∂t
∼ O(ε2), L2 − ρ ∼ O(ε3/2). (69a)
The ﬁrst condition of Equation (69a) is consistent with all asymptotic scalings for the Stuart–
Watson method of weakly nonlinear stability theory [17] while, using the marginal stability curve378 N. Boonkorkuea et al.
ofEquation(15b)sinceouranalysisisexpectedtobeasymptoticallyvalidas β → βc(α),weﬁnd
that
L2 − ρ ∼ β − α ∼− α

2(2α + 1 −  ) ∼ O(ε3/2), (69b)
which is consistent with the second condition of Equation (69a). Observe as noted earlier that
with the scaling laws inherent to Equation (69) all the terms included in Equation (3a) are now
of O(ε3). Indeed, in their seminal work Lefever and Lejeune [12] actually retained some terms
of higher order appearing in the intermediate steps of Equation (2) which is the reason we did
not attempt to compare our theoretical predictions with the simulation results contained therein.
Also, Lejeune andTlidi [14] claimed that they never observed rhombic patterns in their numerical
simulations because such patterns are unstable with respect to stripes and hexagons. Our rhombic
planform results of Section 3 show this assertion to be in error with respect to stripes except
when α=αc. Actually, their simulation results were presented for both small- and large-scale
windows. For the extended domains the striped patterns in the small windows were converted to
zig-zagpatternswhilethehexagonalpatternsbecomemuchlessregular.Allofthesedevelopments
are consistent with our earlier discussion concerning the potential bistability of various types of
stripes for α=αc and between rhombic and hexagonal patterns for α =αc. In fact, Golovin et al.
[7] found bistability between squares and hexagons in certain regions of their gravity number-
capillary number parameter space for a Bénard–Marangoni surface tension-driven convection
problem with poorly conducting boundaries.
In summary, we have performed systematic rhombic- and hexagonal-planform weakly non-
linear stability analyses on a truncated fourth-order partial differential time-evolution logistic
equation describing the total plant biomass per unit area scaled with its carrying capacity over
an unbounded ﬂat spatial domain where vegetative pattern formation is induced by the intrinsic
aridity of the region. Our main result was the production of plots of closed-form conditions in
the relevant parameter space under which different vegetative patterns could be found.These pat-
terns consisted of rhombic arrays of rectangular patches, parallel stripes or labyrinth-like mazes,
and hexagonal distributions of spots or gaps. For a ﬁxed value of the facilitation-to-competition
interaction ratio,  , the stability behaviour of those vegetative patterns depended on two positive
parameters α and β, which represented the mean plant biomass density and the square of the
facilitation-to-competition range ratio, respectively. We showed that if β was greater than a cer-
tain threshold value only a uniform homogeneous distribution was possible, while should that not
be the case, then the vegetative pattern selected depended on the size of α as well. In particular,
one-dimensional parallel striped, labyrinth, or bicontinuous patterns were only possible if α=αc
and β<β c; spots if α<α c and β2 <β<β−1; and gaps if α>α c and β2 <β<β−1; while if
α
−
2 <α<α c or αc <α<α
+
2 and β<β c, rhombic patterns were stable for characteristic angles
φ intwonarrowbandsﬂankingπ/3.Inaddition,thesamevalueofα,namelyαc,playingacentral
role with respect to stripe formation in both rhombic- and hexagonal-planform anlayses served
as a partial but independent check on these analyses. Further, for   held constant, α was deter-
mined by μ, the measure of aridity, with α a decreasing function of μ within the patterned range.
SuchvegetativepatterningmarkedthetransitionbetweenhomogeneousSavannasordesertswhen
βcrit <β<βc and between isolated patches of bare ground or vegetation when β<β crit. Hence
thispropagation–inhibitionmodelwasuniﬁedinthesensethatitcouldbeusedtogenerateawide
variety of vegetative patterns which are observable in arid or semi-arid environments. We then
comparedthesetheoreticalpredictionswithrelevantnumericalsimulationsandthatobservational
evidence, ﬁnding consistency in the former case and very good agreement when parameter values
werechosenappropriatelyinthelattercase.Finally,weplacedthoseresultsinthecontextofsome
recent nonlinear vegetation pattern formation studies. In conclusion, this aridity-driven vegeta-
tive distributions generation problem, involving a single evolution propagator–inhibitor logistic
equation deﬁned over a ﬂat environment, is compatible with our long-range aim of employing theJournal of Biological Dynamics 379
simplestreasonablenaturalsciencemodelsthatpreservetheessentialfeaturesofpatternformation
and are still consistent with observation.
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